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NEWS for farriers
Liberty Cu 5 Slim XL
Now Available
• Especially helpful when using a pad or a
thicker shoe punched for a Slim or Combo
head
• Slim blade displaces less hoof and reduces
damage to the wall
• Material is optimum for clinching
• Finish and points enable smooth driving
• Cu Shield Technology eliminates rust and deterioration
of nail strength and improves quality of hoof/horn
Find FPD dealers carrying the Liberty Cu 5 Slim XL at
farrierpoducts.com/locations.

Just a
Reminder
Event Planning

FPD has chosen to extend their decision to not
attend group events due to the Covid-19 Pandemic.
Unless something dramatic changes, this decision
will continue through the rest of 2020 and the first
quarter of 2021. FPD will continue to support their
dealers and many associations that decide to hold
events, but will not have staff in attendance.

New Baldor 1/4hp Buffer

The new Baldor
1/4hp is the same
size as the 1/2hp
grinder. The buffer
has 1/2” shafts and
operates at 1800
rpm also the same as the original. The shafts have
been extended by 1” on each end to make it easier
to keep knives away from the housing. It is painted
red, to avoid confusing it with the 1/2hp grinder.

New! FootPro
Mini Air Pump

™

The new FootPro™ Mini Air
Pump is now available. This
pump is a great fit for the
FootPro™ Hoof Buffer.

FPD 20 for 2020 Facebook Giveaway
The November 2020 Facebook Giveaway will
be the new Liberty Cu 5 Slim XL nails. The 20
winners will receive a 250 pc box of these nails
Follow FPD on
Facebook @
farrierproductdistribution
to see what we’re offering
in the current month and
look for posts like this one
to register for a chance
to win the monthly free
give-away. This giveaway
is only valid in the U.S.
and Canada.

Kerckhaert SX-8
Select

The Kerckhaert SX-8 Select
Hind Unclipped is based on
the popular DF Select Hind, but
specifically designed for horses
that can benefit from extra
support. The heels are elongated and tapered. The
widest part of the shoe is moved forward, allowing
for extended heel fit. The shoes are punched for
5 City, 5 Slim and 5 Combo Slim nails. They are
unclipped and symmetrical.
Available in Hind pattern only - sizes 00, 0, 1 & 2.
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The Trim: Before and After
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Below are some before and after images from a recent
on FPD
’
trimming job done by Conrad Trow, CJF in the FootPro
FACEBOO s
K
Shop. Keep in mind this is not a trim done for show
PAGE
purposes or for a shoeing. Shy is a pleasure horse that
is lightly ridden and kept barefoot by its owner. Conrad’s
approach was to balance but leave as much foot as possible to
protect the strength and integrity of the foot.💪
Conrad Trow, CJF begins his trim job after
a good pre-trim inspection.

FRONT TRIM
BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

Left front - before. Horse is slightly Left front - after. Flare has
pigeon toed and has medial flare. been minimized with light
rasping.

Left front lateral - before.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

Right front lateral - before.

AFTER

Left front lateral - after. Note
“pasture roll” of wall.

AFTER

Right front lateral - after.

Right front - before. Note this foot Right front - after. Medial
is narrower than the left front.
flare has been reduced.

BEFORE

Bottom of left front - before.
Medial flare is noticeable.

AFTER

Left front bottom - after. Foot
is showing better balance with
flare also dressed. Plenty of
sole left for protection.

BEFORE

Bottom of right front - before.
Medial toe flare is obvious.

AFTER

Right front bottom - after.

The Trim: Before and After (Continued)

HIND TRIM
BEFORE

Left hind - before. Hoof shape
matches coronary pretty well.

BEFORE

Right hind - before. Also matches
up well to coronary.

BEFORE

Left hind bottom - before. From
here you can see the slight flare
at medial heel quarter.

AFTER

Left hind - after. Slight flare
inside was dressed.

AFTER

Right hind - after.

AFTER

Left hind bottom - after. Flare
has been dressed.

BEFORE

Left hind lateral - before.

BEFORE

Right hind lateral - before. Solid
foot.

BEFORE

Right hind bottom - before.
More symmetrical than left.

AFTER

Left hind lateral - after. Pasture
roll applied to hoof edges.

AFTER

Right hind - after. Pasture roll
applied.

AFTER

Right hind bottom - after. Sole
and bar integrity is good after
trim.

Watch a video of Conrad trimming Shy on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1636023163238344
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